BENEFITS FOR IAP PARTNERS

- Internet access to the UA Library System as a Designated Campus Colleague of CBC. This includes online access to all electronic journal subscriptions and library databases.

- Preferred technical access and consultation services with our CBC scientific staff in the Research Support Services (RSS) division, which includes expertise in 15 specialized areas of chemistry and biochemistry.

- Scholarly interaction, including participation in RSS workshops, attendance at our weekly CBC colloquia and VIP invitations to CBC graduate student poster sessions and symposia.

- Your company will receive corporate membership in the UA College of Science Galileo Circle, which includes exclusive invitations to Galileo Circle dinners and Scholars & Fellows Celebrations, Galileo Circle science travel trips, and Galileo Circle seminars, lectures, and special events.

- Priority access to updated CBC graduate student resumes through the CBC Graduate Student Coordinator; arrangements will be made upon request for on site student interviews to facilitate hiring.

- Your company will be recognized as an IAP partner in the CBC Catalyst Alumni Magazine and on the CBC website; an IAP recognition plaque will list your company in the Chemical Sciences Building.

CBC.ARIZONA.EDU/IAP
The Department of Chemistry and Biochemistry (CBC) at The University of Arizona (UA), which we refer to as CBC@UA!, is excited to develop closer working relationships with small businesses and large corporations that are seeking ways to interface with leading academic researchers and highly trained students in the fields of nanomaterials, synthetic organic chemistry, polymer chemistry, biochemistry, protein structure and function, computational biophysics, and drug design. These corporate relationships are fostered through our Industry Associates Program (IAP), which provides an opportunity for companies such as yours to become partners with a top 20 Department of Chemistry & Biochemistry at a world class Research I University located in beautiful Tucson, Arizona.

One of the major benefits of becoming an IAP partner is frontline access to our 15 Research Support Services, which can provide your company with state of the art chemical and biochemical sample analysis, optimization of manufacturing processes, and personal consultations with our scientific staff for your R&D experimental design needs using IP-protected processes. Each of these core services are staffed by full-time PhD level scientists that are trained to help users achieve the highest level of success possible in their chemical and biochemical analyses.

A large number of our PhD graduate students enter the industrial workforce and are looking for employment opportunities in the southwestern US, as well as elsewhere. By becoming an IAP partner, your company can access this workforce through relationship building with CBC students to increase your chances of hiring the best and brightest before graduation.

Lastly, our IAP partners become Designated Campus Colleagues at The University of Arizona through their affiliation with CBC@UA! A privilege that comes with a UA Net ID, Cat Card, and online access to all library services. Visit us on the web at cbc.arizona.edu/iap

BECOME AN IAP PARTNER WITH CBC@UA!

Your annual gift donation of $5,000 initiates your IAP partnership with CBC@UA! Your membership benefits begin as soon as we process your welcome packet, which includes setting up your Designated Campus Colleague status for a primary company contact person and up to five individuals within your organization. Your $5,000 gift to CBC@UA! qualifies your company for Galileo Circle Corporate Membership, a prestigious membership organization imbedded in the UA College of Science. The IAP designated employees in your company (up to six total) will be added to the CBC@UA! list serve to begin receiving seminar notices, the online e-Catalyst newsletter, and invitations to research workshops and graduate student poster sessions.

The IAP membership is renewed each year by July 1, and is prorated in the first year, so no need to wait until July to begin receiving the benefits of partnering with CBC@UA! Please make your check out to “UA Foundation” with the memo line “CBC Industry Associates Program” and mail to CBC Industry Associates Program, c/o Kriss Pope, Biosciences West, Room 360, PO Box 210088, The University of Arizona, Tucson, AZ 85721. Once your donation has been received, I will provide you with an IAP partner welcome package containing the information you will need to get started.

I welcome you to give me a call at your earliest convenience, or simply drop me an email anytime. I look forward to speaking with you and answering any questions you may have about becoming an IAP partner company. If you prefer, please feel free to arrange a campus visit to chat with me in person by contacting my Executive Assistant Margaret Gomez. I would love to take you on a tour of our research and educational facilities here in CBC@UA!

Best Regards,

Roger L. Miesfeld, PhD
CBC DEPARTMENT HEAD
DIRECTOR, INDUSTRY ASSOCIATES PROGRAM
The University of Arizona, Tucson
rlm@email.arizona.edu | 520.626.2343

Margaret Gomez
CBC Executive Assistant
mlgomez@email.arizona.edu | 520.621.5672